4.2.5 Ossetic

by Fridrik Thordarson, Oslo

4.2.5.1 General information

4.2.5.1.1 Ossetic is a Northeast Iranian language spoken by some 480,000 people (according to the 1979 census) mainly living in the central parts of the Caucasus area, i.e. in the North Ossetic ASSR of the Russian Federation (RSFSR) and the South Ossetic Autonomous Region of the Georgian SSR; Ossetic communities are also found in the Karabino-Balkarian ASSR and the Stavropol region of the North Caucasus, and in Tbilisi and at various other places in East Georgia. In Central and Eastern Anatolia Ossetic is spoken in a few scattered settlements, that were originally founded by Moslem fugitives who in the 1860's emigrated from their native country in the Caucasus, and along with Circassian and other Caucasian tribes settled in Ottoman Turkey; no information on the number of the Anatolian Ossetes is available.

Present-day Ossetic falls into two distinct main dialects²: Digor (D. Digoron [I. Digu-\textit{ron} \textit{aezag}] or West Ossetic, mainly spoken in the western parts of North Ossetia, and Iron (Iron \textit{aezag}) or East Ossetic (formerly often named Tagauric, from the tribal name of the Tagaurs), which is the language of the majority of the nation. The language of South Ossetia is a sub-dialect of Iron. The local idiom of the Uælagkórom region of East Digoria is a kind of transitional dialect, basically Digor in its structure, but sharing some features with Iron. There is some local variation within each dialect. The literary language is based on Iron.

4.2.5.1.2 In vocabulary as well as in particulars of phonology and grammatical structure the two dialects diverge from each other to a considerable extent, so that they are mutually barely intelligible. Some of these divergences may date from ancient times and reflect older dialectal differentiation; the inflection of the verb "to be" (4.2.5.3.3.8), some personal endings (4.2.5.3.1.3) and the system of demonstrative pronouns (4.2.5.3.2.7.3) can be quoted as possible examples. But in all essentials both dialects are closely related as regards both their historical development and their basic grammatical structure, and there is convincing evidence to show that they are descended from a protodialect that has remained fairly uniform until comparatively recent times. About older dialectal differentiation we know practically nothing and must be satisfied to admit the probability of its existence.

On the whole Digor represents a more archaic stage of development than Iron; their relationship can be described in the terms of a focal versus a marginal dialect. Innovations have apparently radiated to the west and the south from the Iron centres of the Ordžoni-kidze plateau. This is especially clear in the field of phonology, as will appear from 4.2.5.2. The Digor case inflection has developed more slowly than that of Iron, but the general trend has been the same. The rule of premodification is less fixed in Digor than in Iron. In creating a symmetric bidimensional system of preverbs (cf. infra 4.2.5.3.3.5) Iron is evi-

¹ Special abbreviations used in this chapter for the typically Ossetic cases are: adess. = adessive; allat. = allative; com. = comitative; equat. = equative; iness. = inessive.
² Where no dialect is indicated (D., 1.), Iron is meant.
dently one pace ahead of Digor. In contradistinction to Iron, Digor still retains vestiges of tmesis of the verb and the preverb. An archaic feature of Digor is also the exclusive use of the present optative to express repeated action in the past, whereas in Iron the past optative is found with this meaning. Instead of the Caucasian vigesimal system of counting, which the Ossetes in general have adopted, the decimal system is still found in certain variants of Digor. It is also noteworthy that South Ossetic shares some lexical isoglosses with Digor; such characteristic innovations of Iron as the palatal affricates and the 'hardening' of γ to q only spread to South Ossetia in the first half of the last century.


4.2.5.1.3 Ossetic is the last remnant of the North East Iranian ('Scytho-Sarmatian') dialects which in antiquity were spoken over vast areas of South Russia. For historical reasons we assume that the linguistic continuity of Old Ossetic (Alanic) with the cognate languages was severed very early. In contradistinction to the other Iranian languages, which constitute a continuous linguistic area, Ossetic has developed in entirely non-Iranian surroundings for nearly two millennia. This isolation and the marginal position of the language can in part explain its archaic character.

In our times Ossetic is flanked on all sides by non-IE (Caucasian, Turkic) languages. To the north and the west it borders upon Circassian-Kabardian and the Turkic languages of the Nogais and the Karachais-Balkars, in the east upon the Nakhian languages (Ingush-Chechen). In the south the Ossetes live in close contact with the Georgians. In the North Caucasus, bilingual contacts between Ossetic and the adjacent languages are common, in some places the normal situation. In South Ossetia the bulk of the population is bilingual, speaking Georgian as well as Ossetic. The omnipresence of Russian is self-evident. The extent of these language contacts in the past and the social circumstances under which they have taken place remain mostly hidden from us, but we may presume that they are of a very long standing.

There has been a tendency, especially among Soviet scholars, to stress the importance of these contacts for the development of Ossetic, and no doubt bilingualism has been instrumental in bringing about certain changes in the structure of the language. Among features which can be attributed to Caucasian influence we may count the glottalic stops, the development of a system of local cases, and the bidimensional system of local preverbs. In addition, there is a number of mutual borrowings at the lexical and phraseological level, as well as numerous loan translations. In its structure, however, Ossetic has remained essentially an Iranian language. The morphology of the verb is entirely Iranian. The Caucasian ergative construction has found no echo. Alien to Ossetic are also the noun classes of the NE Caucasian languages. The almost complete preponderance of suffixes over prefixes is an old Iranian trait.

The Ossetic vocabulary contains a considerable number of Turkic loanwords. To a large extent these belong to Azerbaijani, which formerly served as a lingua franca in Daghestan and the North Caucasus; through the medium of Azerbaijani numerous Arabic and Persian words have been adopted. A long-lasting symbiosis with the neighbour peoples of the Karachais-Balkars has resulted in extensive mutual borrowing. But at least since Khazar times contacts must have existed with various Turkic languages. The chronology of the Turkic loanwords and their immediate source is therefore often difficult to determine and insufficiently explored.

See Miller 1903, 7–11; Abaev, OJaF; Abaev 1965; Tedeevi 1975, 1983; Bielmeier 1977, with bibliographic references to earlier literature; Thordarson 1986.

4.2.5.1.4 The first Ossetic book to appear in print was, as far as we know, the catechism of the archimandrite Gai that was printed in Moscow in 1798 (Načof'noe učenie čelovekom'
hojajačin' učitisa knig' Božestvennago Pisaniia; Church Slavonic text with Ossetic translation); it is printed in the Cyrillic script, with some adaptations. At the beginning of the 19th cent. Ivane Iljuziže (1775–1830) translated the Gospels and other religious books and Shota Rustaveli’s Vepistq’alosani from Georgian into Ossetic; Iljuziže used the Georgian (xucuri) script, with some adaptations and additional letters. His language was South Ossetic (Avhlediani 1960, 80 ff.). About the middle of the century a writing system was created by the Russian scholar A.J. Sjögren on the basis of the Russian alphabet (1844); this was in general use until the 1920’s. In 1923 a Latin script was introduced; it was replaced in North Ossetia in 1938 by a new variant of the Russian alphabet. In 1939 the Georgian alphabet (mxedruli), with some modifications, was adopted by the South Ossetians; it was abandoned in 1954 in favour of the North Ossetic Cyrillic script.

Table I: Writing systems and transcription

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>А а</td>
<td>A a</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Е е</td>
<td>Е е</td>
<td>е</td>
<td>е</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Б б</td>
<td>B b</td>
<td>б</td>
<td>б</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>В в</td>
<td>V v</td>
<td>в</td>
<td>в</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Г г</td>
<td>G g</td>
<td>г</td>
<td>г</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Д д</td>
<td>D d</td>
<td>д</td>
<td>д</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ДЖ дж</td>
<td>Dž Dž</td>
<td>Ž</td>
<td>Ž</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ДЗ дз</td>
<td>Dz Dz</td>
<td>ژ</td>
<td>ژ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Е е</td>
<td>Е е</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Е е)</td>
<td>(E e)</td>
<td>(E e)</td>
<td>(E e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>З з</td>
<td>Z z</td>
<td>з</td>
<td>з</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>И и</td>
<td>I i</td>
<td>и</td>
<td>и</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Й й</td>
<td>J j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>К к</td>
<td>K k</td>
<td>к</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>КЪ къ</td>
<td>Kh Kh</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>k’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Л л</td>
<td>L l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>М м</td>
<td>M m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Н н</td>
<td>N n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>О о</td>
<td>O o</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>П п</td>
<td>P p</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Пъ пъ</td>
<td>Ph ph</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>p’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Р р</td>
<td>R r</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>С с</td>
<td>S s</td>
<td>б</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Т т</td>
<td>T t</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Тъ тъ</td>
<td>Th th</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>t’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>У у</td>
<td>U u</td>
<td>ژ</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ф ф</td>
<td>F f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Х х</td>
<td>X x</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Хъ хъ</td>
<td>Q q</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ц ц</td>
<td>C c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ч ч</td>
<td>Č č</td>
<td>Č č</td>
<td>Č č</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Чъ чъ</td>
<td>Ch ch</td>
<td>ژ</td>
<td>ژ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Щ щ</td>
<td>Щ щ</td>
<td>ژ</td>
<td>ژ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Until the latter half of the 19th cent. literature was mainly religious. The national poet Xetxegi;a K’sosta (1859–1906) is usually regarded as the creator of the literary language;
his poetry is in Iron; Mamsirati Temirbolat, some years his senior, whose language was also Iron, emigrated to Turkey in 1865 and never attained the position of his younger contemporary. Since the turn of the cent., and especially after the establishment of Soviet power, a vigorous literature has emerged, almost exclusively in Iron.

4.2.5.2 Phonology

4.2.5.2.1 Vowels

4.2.5.2.1.1 Iron has the following vowel phonemes: /i e æ a o u/ (our transcription), or, more accurately: /i e æ (rather than æ) a (or a) o u/.

The vowel phonemes of Digor can be presented as follows: /i/ (to all appearances distinct from) i e æ a o u/, or, more accurately: /i e æ a o u/.

Iron /i/ is high front, /i/ high central but somewhat lower than /i/; it shows considerable variation according to the surroundings, having a more back variant (approximately u) in the neighbourhood of velars; /e/ is half-close mid front, /æ/ low mid central, /a/ low central or back (there is some local variation), /o/ mid back rounded, /u/ high back rounded. /e a o u/ are strong (long) vowels; /æ/ are weak (short) vowels.

Digor /i/ ("the long i") is high front, /i/ ("the short i") high front but not as close as /i/; /e/ is mid front between half-close and half-open, /æ/ low mid central, /a/ low central or back, /o/ mid back rounded, /u/ back rounded and fairly close. /e a o u/ are strong (long) vowels; /æ/ are weak (short) vowels. In writing /i/ and /i/ are not kept distinct.


4.2.5.2.1.2 The historical background of the vowels will be discussed in broad outlines in the following. Generally speaking, in the development of the Olran. vowels Ossetic shows a striking conservatism. Among questions that still need elucidation those regarding ancient stress and its effects upon vowel quantity are especially worth mentioning.

In principle final syllables in *æ, ı, ̣ have been lost. Final *-a is apparently retained as -æ in both dialects in the plur. suffix -xes (nom.), and in Digor in the nom. sing. of a class of nouns where in Iron it has been elided: D. xides "father", I. xides < *pitā; D. dades "mother", I. mad < *matā, etc. But I. also -æ, e.g. in disne “2”, D. dunā < *duca. In part D. -æ is secondary, but no doubt prior to the modern dialect division, e.g. D. xefinæ “mother-in-law (of the wife)”, I. xefin < *abi-laibhī, cf. Av. aifi-iyant- “inhabitant (of a house)”; D. arce “spear”, I. arc < *tēči, cf. Av. arči-. In monosyllables final vowels are retained: na, na “not” < *mā, *na.

Olran. final *yāi(-) seems to result in L. -i, D. -i: I. xol, D. xulī “carcass” < *xošrāyā (from *xošr- “to eat”); I. davə, D. dawma “clever, a wizard” < *dafi(n)ya- (Av. dainu- “dexter”, OIA. daksha- “dexter, clever”). The gen. ending L. -i, D. -i is apparently from an old gen. in *-ah (cf. below 4.2.5.3.2.4.2). Olran. final *-a(ə)- results in -æ, that is preserved in both dialects: xerde “heart” < *zerdāya, arı “thanks, salutation” < *drāya-. But *-ā(ə)- apparently becomes L. D. -æ, cf. I. me, D. meæ (with secondary -æ) “moon” < *mā(h)ya- (Av. māhia-); the abl. ending -æ, if from an old d-stem gen.-abl. *-ā(h) (or a conflation of gen.-abl. and instr. in *-ayā? Cf. below 4.2.5.3.2.4.5.

4.2.5.2.1.3 Olran. initial and medial *a (*ha-) is retained as æ before a single consonant: L. D. æx "I" < *azā(m)?; I. D. às "10" < *dasia.

Before two consonants initial and medial *a (*ha-) becomes æ: L. D. avx "7" < *haffa; I. D. ærx "heaven" < *ubra (Av. abra- “cloud”). If there is a morpheme boundary between the two consonants, ancient *a (*ha-) is represented by æ: L. D. keš-tær “junior, the
youngest one" (< */kasu- + tara-, Av. kasa- "small"; I. *xam-bird, D. *xam-burd "company" < *ham-berta, and other compounds in *ham-C.

Initial and medial *a (*ha-) becomes x before two consonants if there follows another syllable; this rule also applies to nouns that in Digor appear with a final -xe - Iron -?: I. *cat, D. *cat "eye" < *cati-.

In words which in old (predialectal) Osran. initial and medial *a (*ha-) is represented by o if it is followed by nC: I., D. fong "five" < *panča. But I., D. fiendag "road" < *paniška-; I. fænæm "5th" < *pančama-.

In a number of words Osran. non-final *a becomes D. u, I. i, probably due to u-umlaut: I. cippar, D. cippur "4th" < *catbaɪa-; I. mid D. mud "honey" < *madu-. This phenomenon occurs mostly in the neighbourhood of labial consonants.

Osran. *a becomes D. i, I. i through -umlaut: I., D. inna- (beside anna-) "another" < *anna-; I. siværin, D. suyærinæ "gold" < *sukða- ("burning") zaranyâ.

Osran. *a frequently becomes D. i, I. i in the neighbourhood of n, e.g. before nC: I. finnter, D. finnæ "15th" < *panišdasa; I. tænjin, D. tinzun "to stretch" < *vit-ðanj.

Osran. *a becomes D. u, I. i before *fr- which is simplified to n: I. fin, D. fæn "sleep" < *fænæ- < *twæfnæ- (probably with assimilation of xw-f > ff).

4.2.5.2.1.3 Osran. initial and medial *a (*ha-) is retained as a, except before a nasal, where it becomes o: I., D. art "fire" < *aðr-; I. D. max "we, us, our" < *aði(h)máxam; but I., D. nom "name" < *núnan-; I., D. don "water" < *ðânu-. In the mediaeval documents (see above 3.2.4.2.3.1.3.4) ancient -än- is still preserved as -an-: dan "water"; ban "day" = I., D. bon < *ðanu-, etc. (in the Yás word list); tænætæga... = mod. Oss. (D.) de bon xwarz "good day (greeting)" (in the Tzetzes text).

Before -y-. Osran. *a seems to be shortened in I. mei, D. meexe "moon, month" < *mæ(i)ja-; I. rævin, D. rævin "to bark", cf. OIA. ræyati "iden", Av. gɑhɔr.tainant "der die (heiligen) Gesänge herschreit..." (Bartholomae), with shortening of *-y-; apparently also in the abl. ending -ei if it derives from an old abl.-gen. *-yuh (cf. below 4.2.5.3.2.4.5). But note I. rævin, I. rævin "to bear, be born", OIA. jæyati, NP. sæyad but Av. zæya-; I. nævin, D. nævin "to bathe", OIA. snæyste, but Av. snæiia-; etc.

Before *v Osran. *a is retained as a: I. dæwæg, D. idævæg "guardian spirit" < *vi-dævæka (Benveniste 1959, 132); the equat. ending -an < *-va (Henning 1942, 45 ff).

Before certain suffixes and frequently in compounds *a is weakened (shortened) to e: before plural -i(-æ), I., D. mary "bird", plur. mæytæ; I., D. don (*ðæn-), plur. I. dættæ, D. dættæ; before the suffix of ordinal numbers I. -æm < *-ama- (xæəmæm "7th" from æxə), D. -æmsæm < *-mæyæka- (xæsæmæm "5th" from fænæ); etc.; in compounds: æxæ-særon "seven-headed" (æxæ + sær); ræxæ-xændag "having a straight way" (ræxæ "straight" + fiendag "road"); etc. Before case suffixes vowel weakening occasionally takes place: adess. færsil "on the side" (færsi); abl. ræxæzi "rightfully" (ræxæz); etc.

4.2.5.2.1.5 Where in Digor an a follows a labiovelar (stop, spirant), in Iron it has become o; the velar is (virtually) delabialized: D. kwarz (lkwarz) = I. kord "group"; D. xwarz (lkxwarz) = I. xorz "good". Where Digor has a labiovelar stop + æ, Iron usually has a labiovelar stop + æ: D. kwarza (lkwarza) = I. kwarz "to strike". D. ðæl, written xu, + æ corresponds to I. xe: D. xææræz = I. xææræz "to eat"; but also D. ðææl = I. ðææl; D. kææræz = I. kææræz. Cf. below 4.2.5.2.3.2.

4.2.5.2.1.6 At a prehistoric stage Osran. *i and *e, *u and *o merged into short i, u respectively. This stage of development has been retained in Digor, whereas in Iron medial i and u have further merged in i: I. ciʃr, D. ciʃr "sharp" < *tgra-; I. æxir, D. æxir "milk", cf. OIA. kʃra- (the only example of *ʔ that seems to exist); I. frt, D. frt "son" < *pudra-; I.
sir, D. (i(a)stur "big" < *st(h)un-. In Iron the initial u of Digor becomes ui: I. uird, D. urde "otter" < *uder-; I. uirdeg, D. urdeg "upright", cf. OIA. urdhra-, Av. urdus-. D. initial i is lost in I: I. ssag, D. szaír "20" < *vinsati; I. bélas, D. i bélas "the tree" (the definite article, below 4.2.5.3.2.1.5).

D. i ("the long i") is retained as such in I, where it has merged with i < D. e. In most instances it has arisen from *ai in the neighbourhood of *y: innae "another", I., D. iägr "liver" < *yakar-; - evidently also from *ai before *-is-: D. axxinae, I. axxin amdy "lady" < *xlāithnī-; D. axxinæ, I. axxin "mother-in-law" < *ari-iaithnī- (cf. above 4.2.5.3.2.1.2).

4.2.5.2.1.7 Oloran. *ai results in D. e, i, ë, Oloran. *au in D. o, l, u. In Digor initial e is preceded by a prosthetic i- (i[je]); the initial o is preceded by a prosthetic u (i[w]); I. iu, D. ieu "one" < *aiwao-, I. iur, D. iuor "white" < *aurí-, *aurī-, cf. Av. aurū-.

In Digor e is found as a sandhi vowel representing æ + æ, æ + i, in which case it corresponds to I. e; in indigenous I. words e is normal only as the result of vowel contraction: I. meñbal, D. meñbhal "my friend" < meæ + I. æmbal, D. æmbal; I. festin, D. festun "arise" < ëæ + D. istun (I. stìn) < *hi-ist(a)-.

There are no unequivocal instances of ancient *uí, *uí.

Vowel epenthesis means that Oloran. *a became 'ui or *au through the influence of a following *yi or *wu respectively: I. midæg, D. medæg "within" < *maidyaka- < *maddyaka-; I. bur, D. bor "yellow" < *haur- < *barr-. Secondary dipthongs have arisen in various ways, e.g., through vowel metathesis: I. aitam, D. aitænae "mirror" < *ait-dainæ; D. -ximag, suffix of ordinal numbers < *-mayak-.

4.2.5.2.1.8 Oloran. initial and medial *r becomes ær if there follows another syllable: I, D. ærætæ "ore" < *ræzæta-, cf. Av. aizata-; if no other syllable follows, *r becomes ær: mard "dead" < *mætr-. In the neighbourhood of *w/o unlaute takes place: I. uirin, D. urrin "to believe" < *wir- (cf. Av. wārum-, etc.); I. urin, D. ur "stallion", cf. OIA. urini- (Av. urini-) "ram". Final *r becomes ær: D. nauwæ "vein, sinew" (I. naar) < *naër-.

4.2.5.2.1.9 Oloran. initial vowels are frequently lost: I, D. max "we" < *a(h)mæxam; I, D. ëlæ "below" < *adæri.

See Miller 1903, 11 ff.; Abaev, Olja; passim; Abaev, Slovar, passim; Bielmeier 1977, 29 ff.

4.2.5.2.2 Consonants

4.2.5.2.2.1 The consonant phonemes of Iron can be presented as follows (our transcription):

p p' b f v m
\(t \, t' \, d \, n \, l \, r\)
c c' ʒ s z
č č' ѣ ʒ
k k' g
ku ku' gu
q x γ
qu xu ţu
(h)

or, more accurately:
\(/p \, p' \, b \, f \, v \, m \, t \, t' \, d \, n \, l \, r \, ĝ \, ġ' \, dzi \, s \, z \, či \, č' \, ʒi \, k' \, g \, ţi \, ɣi \, ʒu \, ɣu \, (h, or ţ)/\).
The consonant phonemes of Digor seem to be as follows (our transcription):

\[
\begin{align*}
p & \quad p' \quad b \quad f \quad v \quad m \\
t & \quad t' \quad d \quad n \quad l \quad r \\
c & \quad s' \quad z \\
k & \quad k' \quad g \\
k' & \quad k'u \quad gu \\
qu & \quad \chi \quad \gamma \\
\end{align*}
\]

or, more accurately:

\[
/p\ p'\ b\ f\ v\ m\ t\ t'\ d\ n\ l\ r\ s\ z\ k\ k'\ g\ k'\ u\ gu \chi \gamma\ u/.
\]

4.2.5.2.2.2 The semivowels [i, u] are in both dialects most economically treated as allophones of /u/. They can both precede and follow the (phonetically) vowels: ia, ua, ai, au etc. They have a relatively high tongue position, but hardly as high as, e.g., English [j], [w].


4.2.5.2.2.3 The glottalics (ejectives; p' etc.) have penetrated into Ossetic from the adjacent Caucasian languages. They are frequent in loanwords: 1. k'uri, D. k'ure "week" < Georg. k'ora "id., Sunday".

In Russian loanwords the unvoiced stops and affricates seem as a rule to be rendered by their homorganic glottalic counterparts, although this is not always shown by the orthography: p'ade (thus written) "épaulette" < Russ. épolet; p'arti (written parti) "party" < Russ. partiya.

In a few Iranian words glottalics represent ancient voiceless stops; this is especially the case after s: 1. xuske (D. xuske) "dry", cf. Av. huika-; 1. st'al (D. (x)xal) "star", cf. Av. star-.

There is some fluctuation between the glottalics and their non-glottalized (voiced, voiceless) counterparts; to a certain extent the variation is dialectal: 1. xis, D. jux or chx "mouth" (loanword); 1. fensk, D. fensekxe "rib" (cf. fars "side").

In contradistinction to the Caucasian languages, the functional load of the glottalization is insignificant. While, e.g., in Georgian minimal pairs of the type p'uri "bread" : puri "cow" are easily found, such oppositions are rare in Ossetic.

4.2.5.2.2.4 p t c k ku q qu are aspirated non-glottalized voiceless stops: ph etc., bd zg gz gu are non-aspirated non-glottal voiceless stops. Non-aspirated non-glottal voiceless stops occur after the spirants fs fx and as geminates. There is some uncertainty as to the phonic status of the latter series, but it seems most reasonable to treat them as allophones of the aspirated stops. The group [sp] may occur if there is a morpheme boundary between the two consonants; in that case we have the possibility of minimal pairs of the type [st]: [stʰ], as, e.g., in [xestis] (iness. sing. of xest "war") : [xestʰis] (iness. plur. of xes "duty"); [st'en] "to lick" (where s belongs to the root) : [stʰ'en] "to drive up" (where s is a preverb "up"). The absence of aspiration is thus wholly predictable.

Gemination of stops appears to be on a par with that of other consonants and the semivowels: xmmadalion "of the same mother"; xvwjad "of the same will" (xem + fend); xetafin "to throw"; auison "shadow", and the like. Gemination is found in roots, where it is (synchronously) unanalyzable (xera "mad"; cippar "4"), and at morpheme boundaries, where it is predictable. In conjunction with certain derivational and inflectional affixes like, e.g., -ag-on; 1. ni-, D. ni-, fe- (only D.), gemination of a preceding/following consonant is normal, frequently (in the case of suffixes) accompanied by vowel weakening (a > æ, i.e. *æ > *a, cf. above 4.2.5.2.1.4) in the preceding syllable: fersag "foreign" < fars "side";
The OIr. affricates are retained as I., D. c, z, (c'). In addition, c derives from the following sources: *ći̞-y: I. ciri, D. ciri “sharp” < *ęri̞z-; I. cér-īnc, D. -inc “they live” (3 plur.) < *ęni̞-; *ti̞-: I. xecag “true” < *hałyaka-; *ęy (<IE. *ęe̞y̞-): I. ěwun, D. cęwun “to go” < *ęwe̞- (<*ęvě̞u̞-), Av. ēvii̞m. In loanwords c, z, (c') represent palatal affricates of the donor language: I., D. pec “oven” < Russ. pec'; I. jug. D. zog “herd” < Georg. zogi.

OIr. *t and *ęz and *ęz have merged in s, z resp.: I. axsae, D. axsau “night”, Av. axapan; I., D. ax “I” < *axā(m); I. mizd, D. mizd “reward”, Av. mižda. Initial -c- also represents OIr. *ce-, *te-: I. sin, D. siuca “thigh”, cf. Av. sraon- “buttock”; I., D. sau “black”, Av. saušua.

Dígor has only one series of affricates and one series of sibilants, thus remaining at the same stage of development as common old Ossetic. In the phonetic realization of the sibilants and affricates there is considerable latitude (dental-alveolar, alveolo-palatal).

In Iron a second series of affricates has arisen through palatalization and later affricatazation of the velar stops before front vowels: č, č, č̆. This development is recent (18th, early 19th cent.). Through paradigmatic pressure the velar pronunciation is to some extent retained as an optional variant: laça, laçí, com., gen. of lás “man”, beside leği, leği. As in Dígor there is only one sibilant series. The phonetic realization of the sibilants shows great diversity in the various local idioms, ranging from a dental-alveolar through palato-alveolar to an alveolo-palatal pronunciation; the latter variant predominates in the Órdžonikidze area. Accordingly, the affricate and sibilant series of standard Iron may be tabulated as follows: c, č, č, č̆ (representing the old affricates), č̆, č̆ (originally allophones of k k̆ g), s, z.

In parts of South Ossetic the old affricates were realized as č, č̆ as late as the first half of the last cent.; in the modern pronunciation they have become palatal sibilants: čerín > čerín > čerín “to live”, except after n and when geminated, in which case the palatal affricate is retained: čerín “they talk”; the glottal affricate is c' (no *t' or *t). The secondary affricates are realized as c, č, č̆, the sibilants as s, z.

In the local variants of North Iron an analogous tendency is widespread: The old sibilants have a more or less palatal pronunciation, whereas the old affricates become dental sibilants, s ž (*č' > c); the secondary affricates have retained a palatal pronunciation.

Both the main variants of Iron thus tend towards a system with two sibilant and one affricate series.

Labiovelars: OIr. *xwai- becomes I. xi, D. xe-: I. xid, D. xed “sweat” < *xwaid-. Before on < ān *xe is also deaffricated: I. xoixin, D. xonun “to call” < *xein-. In Dígor ancient *xe is preserved before a, a, whereas in Iron the labial element is (partly) lost (cf. above 4.2.5.2.1.5).

In Iron a glide [w] has developed between a velar and a following u; as i, u merge into i the labialization is transferred to the velar; through labialization a velar stop is thus protected against affrication: D. kud = I. kuid (/kʰid/) “when”; D. k'upp = I. k'upp /kʰapp/ “hump”.
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As regards the phonemic status of the labiovelars, cf. especially Sokolova II, 48 ff.; Job 1977, 76 ff. Cf. also above 4.2.5.2.1.5.

4.2.5.2.3.3 Olran. *k, *t are retained as k, t. In intervocalic position and after voiced consonants sonorization is the rule: I, D. kard "knife, sword" < *karta-; I. tavin, D. tavan "to heat" < *tāpaya-; I. uad, D. uade "storm" < *vāta-; I, D. xerond "old" < *zarānt-.

Occasionally *k is found as x: I, D. max "we" < *x(h)ākam; I. simax, D. sumax "you" < *xuimākam.

Olran. *c has been sonorized between vowels and after voiced consonants: I. suzin, D. sozin "to burn" < *sauca-; I, D. fonc "5" < *panča.

Olran. initial *p loses its closure and becomes a spirant f (attested in Sarmatian proper names at the beginning of our era): I, D. farf "foot" < *pāda-, etc. In intervocalic position and after m ancient *p early became *b, which is still retained after m; otherwise it becomes v: I. xersxe, D. xersxe: "night" < *sxapan-; I. ambid, D. ambed "roton" < *ham-pūta-. b is also retained in words where a preceding vowel has been lost: adess. suffix D. -bēl (I. -il) < *upari; preverb I., D. ba- < *upā; I. badin, D. badan "to sit" < *upa-had-. A secondary p (pp) has developed through assimilation of a labial consonant (semi-vowel) and preceding stop or spirant: I. cippar, D. cuppar "4" < *cādveša-. Owing to lexical borrowing, p (p̪) has become a common phoneme in the modern language.

Olran. initial *b is represented by b: I., D. bon "day" < *bānu-, etc. In intervocalic position and after voiced consonants (except m) *b becomes v: I. davim, D. davum "to steal" < *dāb-; I. avxar "bad", cf. Av. zbar: "to walk crookedly". After m ancient *b is retained: I. xembrin "to understand" < *ham-būr.

Olran. *d is represented by d: I., D. dary "long" < *darga-; I. xedisin, D. xedesim "to show" < *upa-abi-ʃdaʃi-.

Olran. *g has become γ, except after n where it remains as g; in Iron initial γ has become q (a recent development): I. qarm, D. yarm "warm" < *garma-; I. D. mary "bird" < *mrγa-; I. D. cong "arm" < *canga-.

4.2.5.2.3.4 Ancient *f is retained, as it seems, in medial as well as in initial position, except before r where it is lost: I., D. ra, preverb < *fara-; I. fink, D. finke "foam" < *finskā-, cf. OIA. phena- "id." < *phoina-.

Olran. *θ has become t: I., D. xetən "broad" < *patana-; xetən "3" < *θrayah; I. -ut, etc. D. -etn, etc. 2. plur. ending < *-θa.

Olran. *x is retained: I., D. xerxy "donkey" < *xarakas-; I. ix, D. icos "ice" < *aix-.

Sonorization of initial f, x takes place in compounds where a preceding component ends in a vowel or a voiced consonant: I., D. x-farx "traceless" < x + farx "trace"; D. x-xecx "with them" < sx "their" + postp. xexec "with". Sonorization of stops and affricates takes place under the same conditions. This is a synchronic rule, operating in the modern language.

4.2.5.2.3.5 The ancient nasals *n, *m are retained; in final position D. -m tends to become -n: non "name" = I. nomi; kēxm-en "we do", 1. plur. ending = 1. kēxm-en.

Liquids: l is found in a number of words where it seems to reflect IE. *l; most of these words apparently belong to a "Sprachbund" within Indo-European that comprises Baltic, Slavic and Tocharian (to some extent Germanic) besides Iranian: e.g. leiseg "salmon" : Russ. losos', Lithuanian laikis Toch. B laks "fish", etc.

Ancient *rī and *rī result in l: verbal prefix I., D. fel: "around" < *pari; I., D. nel "male" < *nará-, this development is attested in Sarmatian proper names from the beginning of our era. The neighbourhood of *i seems to be responsible for l in I. ali, D. ali "every", if from *hari(n)ya-; I. xenguł, D. xengułčæ "finger" < *angurč; etc.
1 has arisen through dissimilation: I. fildar, D. fildar “more”, comp. to I. fir, D. fur “much”.

As a rule, however, ancient *r is represented by r. But note *sr>š in I. sīl, D. sīle “female” (cf. Av. stir, etc.); see above 4.2.5.2.3.1.

4.2.5.2.3.6 Olran. *γ remains as i after vowels; after consonants it is lost: I. daein, D. daein “to suck” < *day-. I. xez, D. xez “burden” < *tayze-. Olran. *r remains as u: I. D. duar “door” < *dvar-. (cf. also above 4.2.5.2.3.2), except before i where it is lost: D. iyoun (= I. quin) “to hear” < *vi-gau-. Olran. *h is preserved as x before *xi: I. xid, D. xed “bridge” < *haitu-. Olran. *hu> D. xu, but I. xu, i.e. [x̂:] I. xuiik “dry” < *huiika-. Otherwise *h is lost: I. D. aed “?” < *haia; I. am, D. ani “here” < *ahmya-. Before initial vowels h [h] is frequently heard: hacī læg “this man” = acī læg; hinsildar “always” = insildar.

4.2.5.2.3.7 Olran. Consonant clusters as a rule consist of two consonants only; three-consonant clusters are found where there is a morpheme boundary within the group: xes-, past part. of xesi-in “to shoot”. In general, clusters (except at morpheme boundaries) follow the pattern ‘spirant (nasal, liquid) + stop/spirant (nasal, liquid)’. Clusters with a stop as the first member are rare; two-stop clusters are found in a few words: I. fastk’u, D. fak’t’u “apple” (lw.); I. fædg (fætik), D. fædg “a rule” (cf. Buddh. Sogd. pōkh “dharma”, etc.; ultimately lw.); cf. Bailey 1945, 11f.); note, however, the remarks on the geminates above 4.2.5.2.2.4.

According to the basic rule f/u, s/i, x/y are in complementary distribution, the voiced spirant appearing only before a voiced stop (spirant etc.) and vice versa: aed “?”: after “thus”;

4.2.5.2.3.8 Consonant clusters as a rule consist of two consonants only; three-consonant clusters are found where there is a morpheme boundary within the group: xes-, past part. of xesi-in “to shoot”. In general, clusters (except at morpheme boundaries) follow the pattern ‘spirant (nasal, liquid) + stop/spirant (nasal, liquid)’. Clusters with a stop as the first member are rare; two-stop clusters are found in a few words: I. fastk’u, D. fak’t’u “apple” (lw.); I. fædg (fætik), D. fædg “a rule” (cf. Buddh. Sogd. pōkh “dharma”, etc.; ultimately lw.); cf. Bailey 1945, 11f.); note, however, the remarks on the geminates above 4.2.5.2.2.4.

According to the basic rule f/u, s/i, x/y are in complementary distribution, the voiced spirant appearing only before a voiced stop (spirant etc.) and vice versa: aed “?”: after “thus”;

4.2.5.2.3.8.1 Consonant clusters as a rule consist of two consonants only; three-consonant clusters are found where there is a morpheme boundary within the group: xes-, past part. of xesi-in “to shoot”. In general, clusters (except at morpheme boundaries) follow the pattern ‘spirant (nasal, liquid) + stop/spirant (nasal, liquid)’. Clusters with a stop as the first member are rare; two-stop clusters are found in a few words: I. fastk’u, D. fak’t’u “apple” (lw.); I. fædg (fætik), D. fædg “a rule” (cf. Buddh. Sogd. pōkh “dharma”, etc.; ultimately lw.); cf. Bailey 1945, 11f.); note, however, the remarks on the geminates above 4.2.5.2.2.4.

According to the basic rule f/u, s/i, x/y are in complementary distribution, the voiced spirant appearing only before a voiced stop (spirant etc.) and vice versa: aed “?”: after “thus”;

4.2.5.2.3.8.2 A prothetic x appears in both dialects before initial xs, ro, cf. rt, rd, fs, vs: I., D. xese “6” (Av. xisna); I., D. xfad “army” < *spāda-. Before other consonant groups prothetic x (in I. also i) is common: I. istir/stir, D. xisur/xur “great”. This tendency has been pursued further by Digor than Iron.

4.2.5.2.3.8.3 As in other East Iranian languages ancient *xt, *ft have been sonorized: I., D. aed “?” < *haia; I. lyd, D. liyd < *rīxta-, past part. of liṣin/leṣun “to flee” (*raūč-). Through paradigmatic pressure xt, ft have been restored: tæxt, past part. of tæxin “to fly”, but tayd “rapid”, the ancient part. form.

See Miller 1903, 11 ff.; Abaev, OjaF, passim; Abaev, Slovar’, passim; Bielmeier 1977, 29 ff.
4.2.5.2.4 Prosodic features

4.2.5.2.4.1 The accent is (weakly) expiratory (stress). Word accent is subordinate to phrase accent. The flow of speech is divided into prosodic groups where a single syllable bears the main accent; a secondary accent may fall on other syllables of the group.

Generally speaking, the accent falls on the first or second syllable of a prosodic group. The first syllable is stressed if the vowel of that syllable is strong; if there is a weak vowel in the first syllable, the second syllable is stressed. In Digor the accent may be retracted to a syllable still farther back if the vowels of the preceding syllables are weak: *ez Šiizu kójÓk “play for me”.

Where in Iron an initial i has been lost, the first syllable of the prosodic group is stressed even if the vowel is weak. This is e.g. the case where in Digor a noun phrase is headed by the definite article i, which in Iron has been elided. Accordingly, in Iron there exists the possibility of minimal pairs of the type *sirx tÚrÚs “a red banner”: sirx tÚrÚs “The Red Banner” (= D. surx tÚrÚs : i surx tÚrÚs; cf. below 4.2.5.3.2.1.5).

Proper names are as a rule stressed on the second syllable: Sokó, Tamára. Recent Russian loanwords retain their accent: kÔmmúništ.”

4.2.5.2.4.2 It is hardly possible to decide precisely every imaginable type of prosodic group, and a considerable optional (stylistic) variation must be allowed for. The following seems to be clear:

A noun phrase of any length constitutes a prosodic group: magúr xérůnd leg “a poor old man”.

A compound verb also constitutes a single prosodic group: áxuír kënzí (pret. sáxuír kótt) “to study”.

A prosodic group may consist of a verb and its complements including the object(s) and the subject: dārdme caúñí “go far away”; súr ṣeéngá “chopping wood”; this is especially the case with inf. and gerund.

A noun phrase + copula constitute a single prosodic group: xelá r “he is a friend”.

Particles and conjunctions are never independent prosodic units, but are always attached to a preceding or a following phrase: faelé uii “but he”. Most conjunctions connecting subordinate clauses with main ones are placed immediately before the verb of the subordinate clause, and constitute with it a single prosodic group: čeží kũi jéttá, xed záyta “when he saw the girl, he said”.

4.2.5.2.4.3 As regards stress features, Ossetic seems to belong to a linguistic area comprising the adjacent East and South Caucasian languages. It is reasonable to assume that vestiges of an older prosodic typology, with a distinct (free?) stress accent at the word level, are found where certain suffixes (e.g. plur. -t(s), suffix -on, etc.) entail vowel changes (syncope, weakening) in the preceding syllable.


4.2.5.3 Morphemics: Morphology. Syntax

4.2.5.3.1 Parts of Speech

We distinguish between three basic parts of speech: nouns, verbs, and indeclinables (particles).

A verb phrase or a whole clause can be inflected for case and number: rácísí “*ez raxáer son” *ez “they came out (crying) ‘I will be first’”, where a whole clause is put in the ablative.
4.2.5.3.2.1 Nouns

4.2.5.3.2.1.1 There is no clear-cut distinction between substantives, adjectives and adverbs. Pronouns and cardinal numbers can be singled out as separate subclasses on the basis of certain morphological and syntactic peculiarities. The same noun (nominal base) may appear as either the head or a modifier in a noun phrase, or it may be used as an adverb (predicative adverbial, modifier’s modifier). Certain nouns will tend to appear primarily or exclusively as heads, while others will tend to appear as modifiers. Thus teng means either “strength”, “strong” or “strongly, very” according to its syntactic function in the sentence where it appears. bax “horse” is a modifier in bax xarson “horse-cart”, but a head in stir bax “a big horse”. The lexicon will have to give information on such matters, as far as definite statements are possible.

4.2.5.3.2.1.2 The noun phrase is treated as a prosodic unit, possessing one single main stress. In complex noun phrases certain morphophonemic changes take place, such as vowel weakening (a > æ in xod-sarson “seven-headed” < æod “7” + sar “head” + on, derivational suffix) or sonorization of an initial consonant (bax xarm “hide of a horse” to xarm “skin”).

The complex noun phrase is almost invariably continuous. It contains no morphological markers of concord in case or number between the members. The inflectional affixes which indicate its syntactic function occur once only. It is thus hardly relevant to distinguish between nominal compounds and complex noun phrases.

4.2.5.3.2.1.3 In complex noun phrases it is normally the order of the members that decides their function. As a rule a modifier precedes the noun it modifies; this applies to nouns proper, cardinal numbers and pronouns, as well as to relative clauses. The inverted word order is found in stereotype archaic phrases (Nasran zeldar “N. the chieftain”; Aginidät zermäd “A. the beautiful”) or as a stylistic device. Inverted bahuvrihis are quite common (word order in part optional): id midag “whose soul is inside, live”; xer siti “whose head is big, arrogant”.

A special case of postmodification is the type ‘head in gen. + modifier’: I. leyti mard “dead man”, xeyti merixe “dead goats” (xey, mard); D. mæ fidi xarond “my old father” (as to the semantic function cf. Ahlvedi 1969, 49). This type of inversion has been plausibly explained (Bailey 1946, 205f.) as originating from the ancient ‘relative’ (ezæfe) noun phrase structure (head + yu- + modifier) in that yu- (–i) by syntactic reinterpretation has been identified with the gen. ending. Cf. below 4.2.5.3.2.4.2.

The modifier as a rule appears in the gen. or nom. The other cases, as well as postpositional phrases, may be used as modifiers, in which case word order is not necessarily fixed and accordingly it cannot always be told whether such elements are to be analyzed as nominal modifiers or as sentence adverbials: 1860–1865 aztı Qazaxi xaxeg ademæx ting xirxe alyidi Turkma “in the years 1860–65 very many of the people living in the Caucasus fled to Turkey”.

The modifier may appear with the plur. ending: xer-bazir-te mady “a bird without wings”.

The modifier may consist of the dat. of a noun + an encl. pers. pron. in the gen.; such constructions are synonymous with the poss.gen.: mxnrn me xo = me xo “my sister”. The place of the dat. in relation to the head noun is not necessarily fixed (xarond xepen tuxod doner iz sax nixatta “he washed the old woman’s head with hot water”, literally “old woman-for hot water-with her head washed”). Analogous constructions are found in the adjacent NW Caucasian languages.
Cardinal numbers higher than "one" and certain quantifying nouns appear with the gen.

sing. of the head noun when the noun phrase as a whole functions as a nom. (subj., obj.); if the noun phrase has to be put in another case, the case ending is added to the last member in the usual way: *xwet baxi min wiID "I had three horses", but *xwet bax-nux "to three

horses", *xwet bax-xu "like three horses"; *k'ord xatx "a lot of times". A similar construction is found in Circassian (šäj "three horses", literally "horses-its-three"), but as Yaghñubī shows a pattern quite analogous to that of Ossetic (numeral + the obl. case in the sing.: tinay yozrii "three cows"), Circassian is hardly the donor language in this case. The construction probably reflects an old nom. plur. in *ah, which, due to its homonymy with the gen., has been identified with the latter.

4.2.5.3.2.1.4 The morphological marker for the syntactic position of the noun phrase is added to the phrase as a whole; unless we regard aed- as a case prefix (cf. below 4.2.5.3.2.3.3), the syntactic markers are invariably postpositioned. When two or more noun phrases are arranged paratactically, the syntactic marker appears after the last one (group inflection): D. noxe xwe xaihan-hel xuwendhe yesi "a woman and an animal should not

be trusted", literally "woman and animal-on trusting not is". As group inflection is found in both Sogdian and Khotanese, and, besides, seems to be a widespread Central Asian phe-

nomenon, it is doubtful whether its occurrence in Ossetic can be ascribed to Caucasian influence; rather it appears to be a feature common in a far-flung Eurasian linguistic area, and we must recognize the possibility that group inflection was already a feature of common "Scythian".

4.2.5.3.2.1.5 In Digor the noun phrase may be preceded by a segment i as the marker of definiteness: i bax "the horse", i dáxu xukkagen "for the two families". In Iron, where initial (unstressed) i is lost, there is no overt marker of definiteness. Instead definiteness is marked by a shift of accent: if the initial syllable of the noun phrase contains a weak vowel, the accent is shifted from the second to the first syllable; if the vowel of the first syllable is strong, the opposition definite vs. indefinite is neutralized.

As shown by Bailey (1945, 15ff.), i derives from the old rel. pron. *ya- (*ya(h) > i), which in Avestan as well as in Choresmian, and possibly in Bactrian too, may precede noun phrases in the way of a 'definite article'. We thus reconstruct a previous stage of Ossetic where ancient *ya- was found in two types of syntactic constructions: 1) as a kind of definite article, introducing noun phrases, 2) as a linking connecting a head noun with a postpositioned modifier. This is an archaic feature that Ossetic shares with Avestan and Chores-

mian.

4.2.5.3.2.2.1 There is no grammatical expression of gender. Natural gender can be expressed lexically: I., D. nœl "male" < *narya, I. si∫l, D. si∫e "female", cf. Av. stri- "woman".

The ancient declensional classes have disappeared. We may presume that this is the final result of a general transfer of most nominal forms to the thematic classes in *a/Ä-. Some vestiges of a division between the two declensions are preserved in Digor, while in Iron they have been conflated.

4.2.5.3.2.2.2 The noun is inflected for number and case. The inflectional pattern is of the agglutinative type; the morphemes are added to the nominal base (stem) in a fixed order, each with its own grammatical function. As a rule the plur. morpheme precedes a case mor-

pheme. There are few morphophonemic changes. The agglutinative character of the Ossetic noun has been ascribed to Caucasian or/and Turkic influence, but as analogous traits occur in the plur. of nouns in Sogdian (and Yaghñubī), this seems doubtful.
In Iron the nom. case (unmarked) serves as the nominal base; there are a few marginal instances in which a final -xe of the nom. is dropped before the iness. and adess. endings (zardat, but zardi-i, zard-i). In Digor nouns ending in -xe <-*-a in the nom. lose this -xe before the plur. and the case endings except the allat. and adess. endings, before which -xe is kept (cf. below 4.2.5.3.2.4.4). In the same way, the -xe of the nom. plur. of both dialects is elided before the case endings.

4.2.5.3.2.3.3 The plur. of nouns is expressed by an ending -i- (nom. plur. in both dialects -iæ), originally a derivational suffix *-tâ- denoting "collectivity, complexity". The same suffix is used as a plur. marker in Sogdian (and Yaghnobi). Due to its morphological independence -i has elided sonorization after voiced sounds. Relics of a greater variety of plur. suffixes are found in the inflection of dem. pronouns (I. adon "these", adon "those" with -on apparently from *ânâm, cf. below 4.2.5.3.2.7.3), and in the construction of cardinal numbers (*-ah; cf. above 4.2.5.3.2.1.3). -i(ā) as a 'Scyth.' plur. suffix is attested in the Greek rendering of tribal names in the Ponto-Caspian area as early as the 5th cent. B.C. (Μασσαγεττας Herodotus, etc.). The original 'collective' meaning is still reflected in the use of taeiti with adverbs (adverbial cases): kuš-tæ "how", ani-i ì "in these places"; it is also worthy of note that number agreement between subj. and verb is not mandatory.

Before the plur. suffix syncope of weak vowels and weakening of a > xe is normal: I. kusæg "worker", plur. kusæg; I. uæig, D. uæing "giant", plur. I. uæig; D. uætæ; I., D. card "life", plur. caræsa. After consonant groups connecting vowels appear (I. ì, D. ì, ì): I. zing "fire", plur. zinæçæ; D. kisæx "bride", plur. kinæsæ; D. finæg "writer", plur. finægæ. After r, l, m, n and the semivowels the -i- of the plur. suffix is geminated; this feature is concomitant with vowel weakening in the preceding syllable: I., D. duar "door", plur. duaræsa.

In a group of kinship terms -æl- is intercalated between the stem and the plur. suffix: mad "mother", plur. madælae (D. madætæ, madætæ). In Digor the use of -æl- has been extended to other nouns as well: zurd "word", plur. zurtælae. -æl- obviously reflects the ancient *-ar- in the plur. of r-stems (cf. Oliran. *pharab), although the -l- is not clear.

4.2.5.3.2.3.1 In contradistinction to the general trend of the Iranian languages Ossetic has developed a rich case system. In part the declension represents Oliran. inflectional forms, in part it has originated through secondary internal developments, as postpositions or adjectival-adverbial derivatives have become productive as inflectional elements. It is reasonable to assume that influence from the neighbour languages (Nakhian?) has been instrumental in bringing about this development.

4.2.5.3.2.3.2 Modern grammars list the following cases in Iron: nom., gen., dat., allat., abl., iness., adess., equat., and com. (the nomenclature is that of ABAZ SKETCH, 1964). Of these the com. is lacking in Digor.

No case serves entirely as a syntactic operator; all cases have a designative content. The nom. and gen. serve primarily as syntactic operators; the other cases have primarily designative contents (adverbial, local cases).

4.2.5.3.2.3.3 In addition to the case endings proper Ossetic has a number of postpositions, the majority of which are nouns and behave syntactically as nouns. They mostly occur with the gen., in some instances with the nom., more rarely with the dat. or other adverbial cases. These postpositions may take case suffixes. Structurally, a noun (noun phrase) followed by a postp. is not different from ordinary complex noun phrases; semantically, they function as a sort of secondary adverbial cases. Examples:

raz "front", fæstæ "behind"; æxærazen (dat.) iæ razæi, xorææn (dat.) iæ fæstæ "ahead of the bad one, behind the good one";
sær “head”: bavlæ (gen.) særxei “from the treetop”;
astæu “waist, middle”: Atìnægæi (abl.) Kæxirgænæi (gen.) astæu “between (the two places) A. and K.”;
ærd (as noun functions ærdei) “side”: leppu feinæmæx kærå “the boy looked in all directions” (construed with the nom.: feinæ “one single”); ærdæm “in this direction”, urdam “in that direction”, gæliu(æ)ræm “towards the left”, etc.

Prepositional elements with case-like functions are, e.g., æd “with” (< *hada), ænæ “without” (< *anæ), æel “on” (< *avari?), æel “below” (< *adarri), D. ændæ “outside” (I. æittæ < *anitæ), fæs “behind” (< *pasæ); prepositional noun phrases can be connected with case endings, except æd which for that matter has the same syntactic properties as the case endings proper. Examples: fæs-qustæi “behind the ears”; D. ændæ-mæng fæsæi “he was (came) outside the tower”; æel-ært “over the fire”; æzætæ æd-don sæxæmæ “she returned home with (the) water”; ænæ æxæ simæx bæsægæ “without asking you”.

4.2.5.3.2.4.1 The nom. (indefinite case) is used to name objects, to mark the subj. of both trans. and intrans. verbs, and to mark the dir. obj. of trans. verbs. If it is necessary or desirable to emphasize that a noun functions as the dir. obj. of a verb, that noun is put in the gen.; this is especially the case if the object denotes a definite animate being: mæ mædi mæ feiton “I have not seen my mother”, but also uæ leq sag anara “your man ought to kill the stag” (where ambiguity for pragmatic reasons is unlikely). Further, the nom. functions as a predicative noun, in which case it competes with the abl., and as an adverbial, in which case its function overlaps with that of the iness. (ærdæ, ualægæ, zimæg “in the summer, spring, winter”).

The nom. is as a rule derived from the OlIæn. nom.; nouns like bæxond “high”, xærond “old”, D. xuæreæ “sister” (but I. xo) presuppose thematicization of an ancient obl. case; ært “fire” is probably due to the thematicization of an ancient neuter *aṭr.

4.2.5.3.2.4.2 The gen. is used as a nominal modifier and as an obj. of trans. verbs; in both functions it competes with the nom. It serves as the subj. (agent case) of a handful of imperative verbs: ænæi, fændi, wæmti, D. ænæxei mæ “I must, want, believe, must”. It is homonymous with the iness., except in the declension of pronouns and of the Digor cardinal numbers (gen. iue-i, iness. iue-em-i). The gen. suffix 1. -i, D. -i to all appearances goes back to an ancient gen. in *-ah (<-ahya would have resulted in *-e; cf. Emmerick 1968, 256).

4.2.5.3.2.4.3 The dat. denotes the abstract motion towards somebody or something (the indir. obj. of a verb, the purpose or result of a process). Its function as a predicative complement ("final dat.") is especially worthy of note: æxæxeæ skottæi dæxææn calæxn “you made the clouds (into) a wheel for yourself”. There is considerable overlapping between dat. and allat. The dat. ending -æn is homonymous with the derivational suffix -æn, which is used for forming nouns with the meaning "destined for, apt to" and the like: bædæn “a seat” to bædin “to sit”; æxææn “pasture” to ðæzin “to graze”.

Historically, both suffixes are probably identical, going back to nouns in OlIæن. *-ana-. Cf. also below 4.2.5.3.3.2.

4.2.5.3.2.4.4 There are three loc. cases: iness., allat. and adess., indicating both “where” and “whereat”. Of these the iness. is the unmarked case, expressing in general a point in time or place (“in, into”): ærex-in cidæn Sosan cuæni Zìlæxæi bidsæmæ “S. often went hunting (literally: in a hunt) to the Z. plain”. The ending 1. -i, D. -i is apparently derivable from an ancient athematic loc. in *-ya.

The allat. carries the notion of "at, by, near, towards": dæ bæx maxmæ æz “your horse is with us”; kælaææx æcædæ “he went to the town”; æxæxeæi bonæ “from night to day”.
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The adess. denotes "(up)on": \textit{dæx saxatil} "at 10 o’clock"; \textit{bændenil kafeg} “tightrope walker (dancing on a rope)".

The ending of the allat. is I. sing. -\textit{me}, plur. -\textit{m}, D. -\textit{mæ}. The adess. ending is I. -\textit{il}, D. -\textit{bal}. Digor nouns ending in nom. sing. -\textit{xe} retain the -\textit{xe} before the allat. and the adess. endings; in the same way the -\textit{xe} of the nom. plur. is preserved (in I. the final vowel of -\textit{mæ} is apocopated): D. \textit{kadænæx-mæ} “to a song”; \textit{fingæ-bal} “on the table”; etc. In that respect the two case endings behave in the same way as postpositions construed with the nom. We may accordingly assume that they have originated in postpositional phrases, being newcomers to the language. D. -\textit{bal}, which in Iron has been reduced to -\textit{il}, is immediately derivable from ancient *\textit{upari}. The origin of -\textit{mæ} is less certain, but a derivation from ancient *\textit{hama}- (instr. *\textit{hamati}) seems reasonable.

The abl. expresses the obj. from which or in combination with which an action begins or takes place (point of departure, instrument, material, cause, general circumstances). It is frequently used as a predicative apposition: \textit{gæxasæx xusin} "to work as a forester"; \textit{Ritwæx æadææx Iron ædæææ xudisti} “Iron R. and hither there lived Ossetes (they lived (as) Ossetes)”. This use is undoubtedly an Old Iranian (cf. the predicative instr. in Sogdian) or even Indo-European heritage, though interference from the adjacent languages, where adverbial cases with analogous functions are used in much the same way, may have encouraged its extension in the modern language. In the abl. the syntactic functions of the ancient instr. and abl. have been conflated. The ending is -\textit{xe} (I. -\textit{xe} after vowels, with dissimilation). The derivation from the gen.-abl. of the ancient \textit{ā}-stems (*\textit{āyāh}), or a conflation of this and the instr. in *-\textit{āyā} seems obvious (cf. above 4.2.5.2.1.2).

The equat. expresses likeness: \textit{fatau ataxti} “he flew like an arrow", \textit{Iron æææ zæræn} “I speak Ossetic”. The ending -\textit{au} goes back to the nom. sing. masc. of an adj. in *\textit{æææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææææ
In Iron ordinal numbers are formed by means of the suffix -xm (*-ama-); in Digor the suffix -ximag (*-mayâka-, cf. Sogd. -myk); both suffixes entail vowel weakening in the preceding syllable: I. xestem, D. xesdestemag "7th" < av. In both dialects -ag serves as the suffix of the ordinal numbers "first", "second", "third": I. fiçaq, D. fiçaq, etc.

4.2.5.3.2.7 Pronouns

4.2.5.3.2.7.1 The pers. pronouns of the first and second pers.sing. presuppose an earlier system of two cases, nom. and gen.-abl.: I., D. az < *azā(?); I., D. man < *mana "I"; I. di, D. du < *tu, I., D. den < *dena (sonorization due to a generalized sandhi form) "you". The gen. serves as the base of declension: dat. man-ën, dau-ën; abl. man-ë, dau-ë; etc. The declension of the plur. pronouns is based on the ancient gen.: I., D. max < *ahtxam "we"; I. i*i)<max < *yîmaxam (or îmaxam?) "you"; equat. max-au, smax-au; adess. max-il, smax-il; etc.

The encl.pers. pronouns obviously go back to their Old Iranian counterparts, which have been refashioned by various levellings as the case inflection took shape: gen. I., D. mæ, dæ, mæ, uæ; 3rd pers. gen. I. æviæ, D. æviæ; I., D. æx "my/me, your/you, our/us, your/you; his/him etc., their/them".

The encl. pronouns frequently anticipate a following noun phrase; the same applies to encl. adverbs: Barat xem xagæ xætæ sid soqañiq xætæmxam "B. was long ago angry at the one-eyed giant" (with anticipatory xem); børæ zî jætæ Meskuæ "did you stay long in Moscow?" (with anticipatory zî "there"). It is hard to decide whether this feature is due to influences from the 'objective conjugation' of the Northwest and South Caucasian languages.

4.2.5.3.2.7.2 The refl. (emphatic) pers. pronouns are formed by combining the gen. of the encl. pers. pron. with the refl. elements I. xætedg, D. xætedg (< *xætedg-) in the nom., I. xæ, D. xæ (< xætæ-) in the obl. cases: mæ-xæxedg etc. "I myself" etc., gen. mæ-xæ etc. xæ is also used as an independent noun: mæsæ xæ dæææ xææ "the tower collapses through its own stones" (a proverb).

4.2.5.3.2.7.3 In the system of dem. pronouns two degrees of proximity are distinguished. In both dialects a- (< *a-) refers to a 'near' object ("this"). In Iron a- (< *aœw-; or a conflation of *aœw- and *hau-) is used to refer to 'distant' objects ("that"); in Digor nom. iæ, obl. cases no- (< *yæwam, *æwa-) is used with this function. u-iæ also serve as pers. pronouns for the 3rd pers. ("he, etc."). In all the neighbouring Caucasian languages there is a three-term system of dem. pronouns. It is possible that the different lexical elements used by the two dialects to form the pron. of the remote deixis reflect an older three-term system in Ossetic.

When used as modifiers, the dem. pronouns are as a rule followed by a particle I. -ci, D. -ci (< *cîy-): aci læ "this man"; uçæ bølar "that tree". I. aæ (D. auæ), uæ, properly gen. (*æwyæ, *awæya), may function as nom. but usually as head nouns only; a alone occurs as a modifier in stereotype phrases: abon "today".

In the formation of the plur. the two dialects differ, Iron showing some archaic traits (I. adon, sidon < *-ändæm), Digor, however, nom. atæ, obl. cases an-, nom. itæ, obl. cases oon-. In Iron a-, ui- (sing.), adon, sidon (plur.) serve as the base of inflection; in Digor the base of inflection is a-, oon- (sing.), an-, oon- (plur.); in the sing. -m- (<-hm-) is inserted between the base and the case endings in dat., abl. and iness., in Digor also before the plur. iness. ending: iness. I. am, D. ami "here"; abl. I. uimæi, D. uomæi "from him".

4.2.5.3.2.7.4 The ancient interr. stem *ka-li-/*li- etc. forms the basis of the interr.-rel. pronouns. As regards inflection, the dialects partly differ: I. nom. ci, gen. kæi; D. nom. ka,
gen. ke “who”; but I. ci, D. ci “what”, both from *čīd (gen. cei). I. či (< *ke) is not clear; formally it corresponds to D. gen. ke; the expected development of *kahya is, however, kei, the actual Iron gen.; D. ku may be an ancient fem. *kā (with a instead of x in a monosyllabic, cf. ma “not” < *mā). The inflection is based on the stems ke-, ce-, with -m- inserted in the same cases as in the paradigm of the dem. pron.: I. kem, D. kemi (< *kahmya) “where”, etc.

In the plur. the order of the inflectional morphemes is normally case before number: I. nom. či-te, dat. kem-e-i; D. nom. ka-te, gen. ke-i; I., D. abl. ce-ne-i/iči-i; but there is even some fluctuation in the order of the morphemes (order is optional): I. com. ke-ime-i/iči-i/me, ce-ime-i/iči-i/me.

The interr. stem serves as the basis for numerous nominal and adverbial formations: I., D. cal “how much” (ciči + nal “so much”); kerd “if, when” (< *kada); I. kud, D. kud “how” (< *kuda); etc.

Indefinite pronouns are formed from the interr.-rel. pron. (adv.) by the means of pre- or suffixes: is-či (iiti) “anybody/anything”; či-či-deh “somebody/something”; či-či-đer (čer) “whoever/whatever”; is-kuh “anywhere”, kem-deh “somewhere”; with negation: I. ni-či, D. ne-či “nobody” (< *nai-), etc.

4.2.5.3.2.7.5 The pers. pronouns form poss. adjectives by adding the suffix -on: men-on “my”, me-xe-on “my own”, maš-on “our”, uki-on “his, her, its”, uidon-on “their”, xe-xe-on “their own”.

4.2.5.3.3 Verbs

4.2.5.3.3.1 The structure of the verb is basically the same in both dialects. In details, however, they differ considerably; in part these divergences undoubtedly date back to ancient dialectal differentiation. In this regard the disparity in the personal endings is particularly striking.

4.2.5.3.3.1.1 Whereas the noun has developed some (for an Iranian language) rather original features, the verb has been highly conservative. It is still characterized by unipersonal inflection, showing grammatical accord only with the subject. The fundamental distinction between the pres. and pret. stems and between the pret. intrans. and trans. inflection is a trait inherited from early Middle Iranian. The modal system is archaic; the formations are transformations of the Old Iranian modal suffixes; the functions of the moods are basically the same as in Old Iranian. An innovation peculiar to Ossetic is the formation of the fut. by means of *čanah- “wish”, but the use of periphrases containing lexical elements denoting “wish” to form expressions of futurity is a common Iranian phenomenon. On the other hand, the bidimensional system of preverbs is apparently an innovation to be ascribed to Caucasian influence.

4.2.5.3.3.1.2 The rich conjugational flora of Old Iranian has been eliminated. In the pres. all verbs are inflected in the same way; the only exception is the verb “to be”, which shows some peculiarities. As to the two conjugations of the pret., see below 4.2.5.3.3.6.

4.2.5.3.3.1.3 The expression of the categories of person and number is of the fusional type, in much the same way as in Old Iranian. Grammatically conditioned variation of allomorphs is considerable. In all essentials the historical background of the pers. endings is clear, although many details still need elucidation; a matter of special importance is the comparatively great differences between the dialects. An unetymological -xe that in Digor appears after certain personal endings is unexplained.
The verb possesses grammatical expressions for the categories of person and number, mood, tense and transitivity vs. intransitivity; the expression of aspect (preverbs) is on the border between inflection and derivation.

There are three participles: the pres. part. in I, D. -æg (< *-aka-), and the fut. part. in I. -inag, D. -inæg (< ?) are formed from the pres. stem. The past part. in -dál is usually identical with the preter. stem. In principle, the part. does not express diathesis: daræg = 1) "singing", 2) "song". In addition, there is a verbal noun in -ag (< *-aka-) which denotes "permanent quality": nuazæg "drinking", nuazag "drunkard" (nuazin "to drink").

A gerund (co-verb) in -gæ (< an old verbal noun in the instr. *-akâ?) is formed from the pres. stem: levæp kæuxe baúd ixe vacæmæ "the boy went home crying" (kæuin "to cry"). The gerund is frequently used in the abl. vacæwæ "going" (D. -gæi). Like other nouns it can be used as a modifier: ducæwæ quæg "milk cow" (ducæin "to milk")

The inf. I. -in, D. -in (< *-una-) is formed from the pres. stem. As any other noun it is inflected for case and number: nuaz-in-mæ "in order to drink", nuaz-in-tæ bauidættoí "they started drinking".

A verbal noun in -en is formed from the pres. stem; it denotes "fitness, destination" and is in form identical with the dat. ending (cf. above 4.2.5.3.2.4.3): axæn ræwæyd iælgoimæz sin saræn uis "such a pretty woman was hard to find" (saræn "to find", -s- preverb).

The verbal nouns have the formal and syntactic properties of nouns (inflection for case and number, head or modifiers in noun phrases), but share also the syntactic properties of the verb from which they are derived (e.g., transitivity).

The distinction between a pres. and a pret. stem is basic to the verb inflection. The pres. stem is an amalgam of the various Old Iranian pres. formations. The pret. stem is characterized by the suffix -tid < *-tā- (-t after voiceless consonants, otherwise -d). In principle, the pret. stem is not predictable on the basis of the pres. stem, nor vice versa.

From the pres. stem are formed the pres. ind., subj., opt., fut. and imp. and, besides, the nominal forms listed in 4.2.5.3.3.2. From the pret. stem are formed the pret. ind. and opt. and the pret. part.; as a rule the pret. part. is identical with the pret. stem, with the exception of a few verbs: e.g., levæsin "to stand", pret. levæsætæm, pret. part. levæd. In some instances the formation of the pret. entails changes in stem: kæuin "to do", pret. part. kæund, pret. kæuton. Kæuton.

Suppletive verbs are few: davæsin "to give", pret. part. davæerd (< *dad(a)-, *fra-byta-); as to the verb "to be", cf. below 4.2.5.3.3.8.

Lists of verb stems are found in Abaev, Sketch, 1964, 35 ff.; Ahvlediani 1963, 218 ff.

Transitivity is a both a morphological and a syntactic category. In the pret. the category of transitivity is expressed morphologically; in the pres., trans., and intrans. verbs are inflected alike. As a rule each verb is either trans. or intrans.; there is, however, a group of verbs where transitivity is not inherent in the lexical meaning of the verb; such verbs are inflected in the pret. according to their syntactic position: xæsin "to graze": trans. xæsin, intrans. xæsin.

Frequently pairs of verbs, one trans., the other intrans., are formed from the same root; the trans. verb then has a strong vowel, while the vowel of the intrans. verb is weak. Such verbs reflect the ancient opposition between primary verbs and caus. verbs in *-aya-: I. qisæn, D. iysæin "hear", I. quæsin, D. iyæsin "be heard" (< *vi-gaan/gat); the pret. stems are identical: qisætisæut.

There is a group of intrans. verbs formed from trans. verbs by adding the suffix -s- (< 'inch.' suffix IE. *-sk-); as a rule the stem vowel is weakened: tæcin "to make warm", tæfæsin "become warm".
Intransitivity (rather than pass.) is expressed by the pret. part. + *cewain "to go": *arazin "to make", *arzi *cewai "is made". The agent is either absent or expressed by lexical means: *kuzite ama *insc *xezar "the workers build a house" vs. *xezar *amad cewi kuzit 3 *kwezi "the house is built by the hands of the workers".

The distinction between the perfective (determinate) and the imperfective (indeterminate) aspects is mostly expressed by means of preverbs.

A preverb has a double function: 1) It determines the action in some way or focuses the attention on some point in the course of the action; it may be used metaphorically or effect (in part unpredictable) semantic specializations of the verb. 2) It gives the verb a perfective aspect; at the same time it may, more or less, lose its concrete semantic content, becoming a mere marker of aspect. In the pret. and the fut. a verb is perfective or imperfective according to the presence or absence of a preverb: *badin "I sit", *batteu "I was sitting", s-batteu "I sat down". Information on which preverb functions as the perfectizer of a given verb belongs to the lexicon. There is some fluctuation, choice to some extent being optional (matter of local, idiolectal, stylistic variation).

In its function as a spatial determiner the preverb has a bidimensional deixis; it informs at the same time about the direction of the action (movement) and the position of the observer: ‘actor’s field’ (I) vs. ‘observer’s (speaker’s) field’ (II).

The following preverbs are used in the modern language (their function is exemplified by *cewin, the verb denoting movement in general, “go, come”): *a-*cid "he went out" (observer is inside), *ra-*cid "he came out" (observer is outside), *ba-*cid "he entered" (observer is outside), *axba-*cid "he entered" (observer is inside), *ar-*cid "he came down (arrived at a certain point)” (observer is below), *ni-*cid "he went down” (observer is above).

As regards s- "up", no distinction is made between the two fields: *s-*cid "he went/came up". In the same way, in Digor there is only one preverb for the direction "out (away)": *ra-*cud “he went/came out”. This lack of symmetry indicates that the system of bidimensional deixis is still not fully developed.

The preverb I, D. *fæ- may be used for expressing perfectivity (*fequisston "I heard"); as regards spatial relations it is neutral, not informing on the direction of the action.

The Iranian etymology of the preverbs is in the main obvious: a- < *xä-; ra- < *frä-; ba- < *upä-; ar- < *savär (?); I. ni, D. ni- < *ni-; I. (i)b, D. is- < *nu-; *fæ- < *pa- (rather than *pati-).

After the preverb ni/ni- the initial consonant of the verb is gminated; in Digor gmination also takes place after *fæ-: I. nimmarin, D. nimmarin "to kill"; D. *felizun "to run away", but I. *fezizin.

There are numerous remains of ancient preverbs which have been amalgamated with the verb, i.e. the verb and the preverb have merged into an unanalyzable lexical unity; to such verbs one of the productive preverbs can be prefixed: I. n(i)uzain, D. niuzun "to drink" (< ni- + *uz- = "to swallow"), pret. perf. ba-noston "I drank" (note niuzun without gmination!).

In Digor an encl. pers. pron. may be intercalated between verb and preverb: ra mak marak (imp.) "Kill me!".

The bidimensional deixis of the preverbs can be ascribed with certainty to Caucasian influence. The question of their aspectual function is much harder to decide; the possibility of an areal feature encompassing Slavic and some Caucasian languages beside Ossetic should perhaps not be denied offhand.

Various modes of action (secondary aspects) are expressed either lexically or by derivational devices. An infx -cæi, which is inserted between verb and preverb, turns a prefixed verb into an imperfective verb: ba-cæi-cidä "he was going in". An encl. particle I. in, D. eu
(cf. Av. yasauna-) expresses repetition or custom; red. verbs of the type ra-cu ba-cu kənən "go in and out" denote repetition or durativity.


4.2.5.3.3.6 The intrans. pret. is derived from the pret. stem (part.) with the verb "to be": cərən "to live", pret. part. cərd, pret. cərtən (cərdən) etc.

The trans. pret. apparently contains the past part., but otherwise its derivation is enigmatic. The pers. endings coincide with those of the subj., except in the 1 plur. where the subj. has xəmlə-xən while the pret. ending is xəmlə-xən: kətən "I did", kəttəi, kottə, kottəm (D. -ən; subj. kən-xəmlə-xən), l. kottəi, D. kottaitə, l. kottəi, D. kottəncə (kənən, kəndə).

But for both semantic and formal reasons the possibility of deriving the trans. pret. from the subj. must be ruled out.

In analogy to the pres. a pret. opt. is formed from both trans. and intrans. verbs. The pret. opt. of intrans. verbs is formed directly from the pret. part.: cərd-a-in (D. cərd-a-inae; but pret. ind. cərd + ədn). The pret. opt. of trans. verbs is formed from the inflectional stem of the ind.: l. D. kott-a-in, ind. kottən. This appears clearly from such verbal pairs as kalın "to pour", kəsən "to flow": pret. intrans. kəltən, opt. kəldən; pret. trans. kəltən, opt. kəltətən.

After spirants, gemination is suppressed: səfən "lose", səfən "be lost", pret. trans. səfətn, pret. intrans. səfətn (opt. pret. trans. and intrans. səfətin).

The possibility of deriving -a-in etc. from an old opt. of *ah- "to be" naturally suggests itself. Cf. pres. opt. l. fə-cə-in beside fə-cə-in, from ain "to be".

4.2.5.3.3.7 The pres. ind. is the general, unmarked tense and mood. When two verbs are paratactically arranged and the first verb appears in the pret., the last verb is frequently put in the pres. (historical pres.): bəcədə iəm xəstəx Səsən xəmə iəm zərə "S. approached him and talks to him". Formally the pres. ind. continues Old Iranian pres. formations, although many details still need explanation.

The subj., opt. and imp. moods correspond closely to their Old Iranian namesakes.

The subj. has a prospective meaning, with or without the notion of will. The opt. denotes desirability and possibility or supposition. In cond. clauses the opt. has a dissociative function, being used of hypothetical conditions; the subj. denotes real conditions. To a certain extent subj. and opt. are interchangeable, especially in function as expressions of doubt or vacillation. An interesting archaic trait is the Digor use of the pres. opt. to denote recurrent action in the past; in Iron the pret. opt. is used with this meaning. In the pret., where a secondary opt. has been formed, the functional opposition of the two moods is neutralized: pres. quəmə axəson "I must go", but quəmə axədaqən "I had to go".

In form the subj. clearly corresponds to the Old Iranian thematic subj.: Sing. I, D. kənən, -ən, a < *-ənə, -əni, *-əti; 3 plur. D. -əncə < *-ənə, 2 plur. I. -at < *-ətə; 1 plur. I, D. -əm/ən is identical with the ind.; 2 plur. D. -ətə, 3 -oί are in need of an explanation.

The formative of the opt. is -i- (note D. "long i"), which undoubtedly goes back to the Old Iranian opt. in *-ai/yai/ī, although the details of the development are not clear. In Iron an enigmatic -kk- has been inserted in the plur. between the -i- and the pers. ending: kən-ik-kk-ən etc. (D. kən-i-ana).

The imp. expresses exhortation and order. Its derivation from the ancient imp. is obvious: I. kən, D. kənə "do!" etc.

Peculiar to Ossetic is the fut. formation in I. -ʃən, -ʃən, D. -ʃən, -ʃin originating from a periphrasis consisting of *tənahta- "wish" and the verb "to be": I. cer-ʃən, D. cer-ʃən etc. "I will live" < *təna-ʃən-ah- "(am) life-desiring". Note that the copula in these formations shows no trace of the initial d- of the 1 and 2 sing.
4.2.5.3.3.8 The conjugation of the verb “to be”, I. *sein, D. *sin, incorporates forms of the ancient roots *ah-, *beh-; and possibly *st(ā)-. The initial d- of the 1 and 2 sing. pres. ind.: I., D. d-ān, d-ā, has not been satisfactorily explained. The divergences of the dialects in the inflection of the pres. ind. are noteworthy: 3 sing. I. u, i(s), D. ies, ai; plur. I. stīn, stū, stī, D. an, aite, anxe (*ah-). In Iron the pret. part. *uis (wissan “I was”) goes back to *būta-. In Digor the pret. is based on a stem ad (atān “I was”) < *hūta (from *ah-); ad- is found in Iron in the pret. opt.: *fē-c-ad-ain (beside *fē-uid-ain).

In Iron a secondary formation vierin, expressing iterative aspect, has been derived from *buv-

4.2.5.3.3.9 Compound verbs consist of a noun and the verbs *uun (intrans.) and kēnin (mostly trans.; other verbs are occasionally used). Such formations constitute a lexical unit. The preverb is placed before the noun: nēx dā ferōx kōtton “I have not forgotten you” (roξ kēnin). The same applies to the place of the negation, though the inverted order is also possible: roξ dē nē fēkōtton (emphasis). Verbs of this type are common.


4.2.5.3.4 Lists of indeclinable words are found in Abaev, Sketch, 1964, 80 ff.; Ahvlediani 1963, 297 f.; Isaev 1966, 90 ff.

4.2.5.3.5 Notes on Syntax

In contradistinction to the structure of the noun phrase, where word order is highly significant, the place of the verb in relation to its various complements carries no great functional load. The unmarked word order is of the Subject-Object-Verb type. Adverbials usually precede the verb; sentence adverbials of time and place tend to have an advanced position. Encl. pronouns and adverbs appear after the first prosodic unit of the sentence, i.e. Wackernagel’s law (Wackernagel 1892, 333 ff.) is still valid in Ossetic.

Subordinate clauses as a rule precede the superordinate clause. Subordinating conjunctions and relative noun phrases are placed immediately before the verb phrase of the subordinate clause: iæ poetikοn kuist bast u, Cieq Kavkhəz xexxən adamət axi even uici zamani ci zingen xabərtəx arcedi, uisonei iwaxiutima “his poetic activity was connected with some of the important events which at that time happened among the mountaineers of North Caucasia”, literally “his poetic activity connected was, North Caucasia’s mountaineers among at that time which important news happened, of-them with-some”. In general, the superordinate clause contains a correlative adv. or pron.: cī – uici “who – he”, kæd – uied “when, if – then” etc.

In general, see Ahvlediani 1969; Abaev, Sketch, 1964; Gagkaev 1956.

4.2.5.4 Vocabulary

From Indo-European Ossetic has retained the easy power of combining native words into compounds and of enlarging its vocabulary by the use of prefixes and suffixes. The Iranian etymologies of the affixes are mostly clear; hardly any derivational elements have been borrowed from the neighbour languages. The number of lexical items which are etymologically isolated within the language is, apart from loanwords, relatively small. Primary verbs are few in number, a poverty which is compensated for by the great productivity of compound verbs.
Long-standing cultural and bilingual relations with the neighbouring peoples have resulted in considerable mutual exchange of words. Loanwords of North Caucasian and Turkic origin constitute a comparatively large part of the Ossetic vocabulary; in modern times Russian has contributed greatly to the lexical stock. For the most part, however, the loanwords seem to be linked with the conditions of life in the Caucasus area, i.e. the word has been borrowed with the referent. By and large, the Ossetic vocabulary shows a striking tenacity. Most verbs denoting the basic activities of man are of Iranic derivation. Nouns designating parts of the body are mostly Iranian; arm "hand", fad "foot" and kom "mouth" have been replaced in their primary meanings by I. k'ax, D. k'ox; I., D. k'ax; I. xix, D. xix, c'ix respectively, migratory words of uncertain extraction, but have been preserved in compounds and metaphoric usages (fixed idioms). The majority of kinship terms are easily recognizable Iranian words; I. ærobat, D. æræad (< *britir-) denotes "kinsman", probably an ancient semantic inheritance; for the narrower meaning of "consanguineous brother" a new word has been coined: I. ærmæänæ, D. ærmæær (< *em-iarær) "of the same womb, couterinus". For the study of family relations in the old tribal society the scarcity of specialized kinship terms is important; notions like "grandfather, grandmother, aunt, uncle, cousin, niece, nephew" have to be expressed by compounds (fæsh fæd "father's father" etc.).

Patronymics in -on (< *-yn-) were probably in use in older times, but have been superseded by the family (or tribal) name in the plural; when used with a proper name it is put in the gen. and precedes the latter: Kojtiræ Taimuræz "T. of the K. tribe". The bulk of proper names belong to the Caucasian area.

Mythological nouns of Iranian derivation are, e.g., Nart(ax) "the Narts (mythological heroes)" < *nartæ- ("nar- "man"); Alagata (a Nart tribe) < *Aryaka-; Aexxætækkæta (a Nart tribe) < *xidæra-; Boræta, the name of the third Nart tribe, is obscure. The name of Soslæm, the solar hero, who bears some resemblance to Miθra, is apparently a patronymic in -dn, but for the rest the name is enigmatic. It is of significance to the study of the prehistoric Iranian religion that Ossetic seems to retain no trace of the vocabulary peculiar to Zoroastrianism, a fact that indicates that the 'Mazdean Reformation' never reached the ancestors of the Ossetes.

See Abaev, Ojaf, passim; Benveniste 1959, 115ff.; Abaev, Slovar'; Bielmeier 1977; Thordarson 1986.
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